Seniors

Douglas Knox
Accounting

Wendy Knox

Stephan Karotsky
Accounting

Audrey Kowalski
Management

Jon Kushner

Druclla Kuzia
Finance

Robert Lapides
Entrepreneurial Studies, Finance

Valerie Lauf
Finance, Quantitative Methods

John Lawler
Accounting
Seniors

Eric Luukko
Accounting, American Studies

Kevin Lynch

Marianne MacDonald
Marketing, Communication

Scott MacKintosh
Finance, Investments

Barry MacQuarrie
Accounting

Jeffrey Mandell
Marketing

Gary Marmer
Finance

Joseph Martocchio
Management, Quantitative Methods

Daniel Mathews
Seniors

Lynda Mowhinney
Accounting

Ellen McCarthy
Management

Nancy McConaughy
Marketing

Marie McDonald
Finance, Communication

Bradley McGill
Accounting

Jeffrey McGill
Marketing, Communication

Karen McGown
Accounting

Russell McKinnon
Management

Janet McViney
Seniors

Debra Mednick
Marketing, Quantitative Methods

Holly Meridan
Marketing

Daniel Milhem

Elie Milhem

Virginia Maisen

Jonathan Morin
Finance, Quantitative Methods

Paul Morrison
Economics

Maureen Morley
Finance, Quantitative Methods

Kimberly Mount
Finance
Janice Olson  
Finance, Quantitative Methods

Clark Orsky  
Finance

Nicholas Papakynikos  
Accounting

Clare Papia  
Finance, Quantitative Methods

Christine Pappas  
Accounting

Jeffrey Pafuiack  
Accounting

Christopher Pedersen  
Marketing

Marcia Peisach  
Marketing

Cynthia Pepe  
Management, Communication
Anita Peretzian  
Finance

Andres Perez  
Accounting

Gustavo Perez  
Marketing

Stephen Perry  
Management, Communication

David Peterson  
Accounting

Pattie Petrou  
Accounting

John Peyrot  
Accounting, Quantitative Methods

David Penn  
Accounting

Stephen Popper